PLANS MAPPED TO FURTHER REVOLUTION

Anarcho-Syndicalist Workers of Catalonia Hold Convention

MORE THAN A MILLION WORKERS REPRESENTED

The outstanding Catalanian event of the last month was the regional convention of the anarcho-syndicalist unions of the National Confederation of Labor (C.N.T.). It represented more than a million organized workers of that province. (In Catalonia, according to the figures given by the regional secretary at the convention, the C.N.T. has now 12,000,000 members, while the U.G.T. membership is that of 450,000.) The tense political situation brought about the persistent effort of the Stalinist-bourgeois bloc to ignore the revolution, the imperative necessity of proceeding with the economic organization of the new society as it emerged after July 19, the problems of war, mobilization, relations with the other sectors of the anti-Fascist front,—all that was discussed by this convention, which, more than any other body represents now the aspirations of the great mass of workers and peasants.

The following resolutions were submitted to the convention by the Resolution Committee:

(From "Tierra y Libertad"—organ of the Catalanian C.N.T.—March 6.)

1) The regional confederation of labor (C.N.T.) ratifies its alliance with the general union of workers (U.G.T.) in order to assure victory over fascism and the economic and political emancipation of producers.

2) This victory demands the immediate utilization of all the economic resources, which can not be used unless the organization of producers take charge of the management of work and the exploitation of factories, shops, mines and means of transportation.

3) Production must be increased in all its forms, which demands the direct intervention of manual workers and of technicians under whose direction a general mobilization should be undertaken of all people who are able to work.

4) Industries should be selected and labor power should be redistributed according to the needs of war and society.

5) An end must be put to the social waste involved in maintaining dead industries, useless organizations and paralyzed labor power.

(End note: The sabotaging of the plans to co-ordinate the socialist economy into some (Continued on page three)

DEMONSTRIC POWERS CONSPIRE AGAINST SPANISH REVOLUTION

As it was to be expected, the London agreement about the international control of Spanish war material to be as much a hindrance as the non-intervention pact of half a year ago. Thus far its results have been the fall of Malaga, the emergence upon the battle fronts of Spain of regular German and Italian armies instead of former auxiliary troops, and the shutting off of all help in arms and men which the legitimate Spanish government was able to smuggle through the French border.

It is obvious that the London agreement sanctioned a camouflaged form of intervention, and that England, France, and even Soviet Russia, knowingly participated in this indirect form of intervention. This is now stated by one of the leading organs of the Spanish anarchist movement who was recently interviewed on this question by the editor of the French militant magazine "L'Esquema Nouveau." (The responsible position held by this Spanish comrade in the official world rendered it necessary to keep his same anonymous. But the authenticity of this interview is fully vouched for by the editor of the magazine—a man of high international standing as a militant revolutionary of great integrity.)

The following is a report from "L'Esquema Nouveau," March 5.

CONSPIRING AGAINST REVOLUTIONARY SPAIN

What do you think of the carrying out of the London agreement? (Continued on same page)

TOWARD A POLITICAL CRISIS IN CATALONIA

Stalinist-Bourgeois Block Charged With Conspiracy Against Anarchists of Catalonia

"Of late a number of apparently isolated cases have been produced which point to the existence of a vast movement to eliminate violently the C.N.T. and the F.A.I. from the political life of our province. Doubtless, the presence of our comrades in the official bodies prevents the realization of certain "separations" which seem to be fully compatible with the morality of the old style politicians, who, unfortunately, abound so much. The straightforward revolutionary morality of the anarcho-syndicalist militants stands in the way of the realization of the shady designs of some of the anti-Fascist sects who are anxious to monopolize power. The manoeuvres are carried on a grand scale. In all activities which are of vital importance for the triumph of the revolutionary cause our comrades are presented with all kinds of obstacles, having for their aim to thwart the creative capacity of a vast movement. Those elements who make a religion out of "playing politics" are tireless in their infamous work of trying to warp the horizons of the formidable social revolution which now agitates Spain.

"The workers must answer this defaustal campaign with creative blocs and moving more and more the tendency toward unity on the part of the two great unions—the C.N.T. and the U.G.T. Such unity will defeat the shady and ruinous manoeuvres now conducted against the C.N.T. and the F.A.I. These manoeuvres manifested themselves in the queues, on the public platform, in the official bodies. And there are many who believe that all these manoeuvres found their point of culmination in the recent event of the withdrawal of tanks** which has for its aim to prevent by violent means what they could not prevent with their slanderous propaganda and knavish manoeuvres."

("Solidaridad Obrera," March 11.)

 (*Ed. note: a whispering campaign of vast proportions, inspired and financed by agents of the Stalinist-bourgeois bloc now carried on among the Catalan women working in the food lines. The purpose is to incite some of them against the anarchists who by their revolutionary policy are alleged to create food difficulties and prevent Russia from supplying food to the population.)

(**Ed. note: the same issue of the "Solidaridad Obrera" reports that the communist controlled military unit took out the tanks from the government garages. It was an unauthorized withdrawal of the sabotage procedure, coupled with the general distrust in which the Communist party is held by the revolutionary workers of Barcelona, staved up the suspicion of the Barcelona proletariat. The "Solidaridad Obrera" came out with a sharp demand for explanation. The concluding phrase of the editorial refers to the same incident.)
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The Empty Shell of Internationalism

Not since the betrayal of the international parties of Europe during the great war has there been such a callous disregard of elementary demands of international solidarity as that which is being manifested now by the right-wing parties, the trade union bodies of Europe in their infamous policy toward Spain.

The elementary purposes of any international organization of labor are those of extending help to any of its members in time of despair. An International that fails in this elementary duty has no right to exist at all. It is, therefore, monstrous that the Spanish proletariat and trade unionists should be made a hobby for purposes that have nothing to do with its basic aims.

The Second and Third Internationals, now in the official control of labor movement of Europe, have proven themselves to be such imposters. They are hiding behind a smoke screen of humanitarian phrases to hide their plain slogans for supporting the Fascist regime in Italy in flagrant contradiction with the elementary idea of international solidarity.

For eight months the Spanish workers and peasants have been living under a despotic working day the ever growing herds of Fascist interventionists. They are doing it in the name of a revolution which they have already started, in the name of a better society which they hope to build as soon as they can clear their country from the Fascists.

What are the elementary duties of an international organization of workers in regard to this heroic struggle? To prevent intervention of any kind whatsoever by the agents of the Fascist powers but also the equally dangerous one of the so-called democratic governments who use the threat of leaving the field free to Mussolini and Hitler in order to build upon the Spanish workers and peasants into abandoning their revolutionary hopes.

What the Second and Third Internationals have done in respect of the first kind of intervention is now known to the whole world. They sanctioned the tragic farce of non-intervention pact, resigning themselves very rapidly to the fact that those pacts have become one of the numerous scraps of papers among which the Fascists use to count.

They are doing it under the pretense that the European masses are not ready to go to war for the sake of Spain. But what have they done to gauge the sentiments of the great masses of people in this respect? Have they made any attempt to set foot on any mass movement in order to exert pressure upon the governments? Have there been any attempts to organize national strikes, mass demonstrations, mass meetings on a scale commensurate with the need of stirring up the masses of European workers to the realization of their international duty toward the Spanish revolution?

The Socialist and Communist bureaucracies which is now in control of the European working class has taken refuge behind meaningless pacts and futile schemes of international control because they have become the accomplices of their own governments in the attempt to stifle the Spanish revolution. Under the threat of unleashing the mad dogs of international Fascism against the Spanish people, the governments of the so-called democratic government are forcing the revolutionary workers to yield inch by inch their revolutionary positions, to turn over the power to the very same gang of politicians who were directly responsible in letting matters drift to the present revolt of the C.P.S.U.

And this is not only the policy of the Baldwin government, but of Blum and of Stalin as well, the policy of the labor bureaucracy which has been living on the capital of past revolutionary struggles of the European proletariat.

The Spanish revolution will check the second kind of intervention just as it is already proving to be successful in handling the open intervention of the Fascist powers. And in achieving it, the Spanish revolution will deal the most crushing blow to the Second and Third Internationals—the mere ghost of internationalism now parading the scene of labor struggles under the guise of a genuine proletarian International.

Democratic Powers Conspire Against Spanish Revolution

(Continued from page one)

...I was really surprised to see your ultra-left gross hailing this diplomatic knavery as a success of the policy of "non-intervention."

I have nothing to do with the antifascist democracies, who may be less able to defend themselves in war if extreme匆

British Weekly Explains Why

Communist Party is Opposed

to Social Revolution in Spain

"...There have been considerable changes in the political, economic and military situations since I was there in December, and I should describe them all as for the worse. The outstanding political fact is the greatly increased power of the moderate elements in the Government backed up officially by the Communists whose policy is to support a bourgeois democratic Spain against what they consider the premature revolutionary activities of the anarchists and the P.O.U.M.

Why Stalinists Back Up Such Policy

"Their reasons for this policy are:

"1) That it is fit with Stalin's foreign policy elsewhere, which is to do nothing to shake the foundations of the anti-fascist democracies, who may be less able to defend themselves in war if extreme匆"

ENGLAND DEFENDS

SPANISH DEMOCRACY

"Malaga was lost because the British 'Intelligence Service' was working toward it. The revolution, which threatened to spread from Malaga to the other ports of Andalusia, to terminate Fascism in its traditional stronghold, was forced into submission by the English and German exploitation of the naval wealth of Andalusia. The proletarian revolution of Andalusia could not be tolerated by England and that is why it was strangled."

(From "Asbestos"—an anarchist daily published in Valencia.)

BUILD A UNITED FRONT OF ALL

LIBERTARIANS FOR THE

DEFENSE OF THE SPANISH REVOLUTION

British Weekly Explains Why

Communist Party is Opposed to Social Revolution in Spain

"...There have been considerable changes in the political, economic and military situations since I was there in December, and I should describe them all as for the worse. The outstanding political fact is the greatly increased power of the moderate elements in the Government backed up officially by the Communists whose policy is to support a bourgeois democratic Spain against what they consider the premature revolutionary activities of the anarchists and the P.O.U.M.

"That only by presenting England and France with authentic evidence of a legitimate and independent government in Spain will they win over those fearful and hesitant countries, and possibly deflect Mussolini from this threat not to tolerate a Red Catalonia.

"(3) That it also enables the numerically weak Communist Party to get power through the support of liberal and Marxist Socialists, using the vast bulk of the U.G.T. as a virtual cross-connession of a virtually.

(Ed. note: That explains why the Communist policy is so strongly against the C.N.T. attempt to establish a basis for an understanding with the workers of the U.G.T.)"

"(4) That it enables them to attack, on patriotic grounds, their ideological enemies, the anarchists of the C.N.T. and the Trotskists of the P.O.U.M."

(From the British "New Statesman and Nation," Feb. 20)

CONSPIRACY SHARED BY ALL SIGNATORY POWERS

"...But doesn't the situation show signs of improvement?"

"...None whatsoever! The Italian and German warships which, acting upon the assurance of utter impunity, have bombarded, mined, torpedomed and shelled our ships and ports, will now add to their "neutral" capacity the authority conferred upon them by the Non-intervention Committee. They cruise in the waters of Catalonia, Levant, Murcia, Andalusia, Asturias and Basque provinces, and one can surely tell that they will soon paralyze the whole of our coast and cut off the lifeblood of the land."

"The proletariat of Andalusia, as well as of Catalonia and Andalusia, Spain. The latter, cut off from the world, will perish, without anyone hearing its cries in the air-tight cell which the capitalist states have created for it."

"...Do you believe then that all the European powers are in agreement upon this policy directed against the Spanish people?"

"Of course the C.N.T. is upheld by Stalin's representatives in Spain, can be found in a number of French and German emigre radical magazines."

INTERNATIONAL PROLETARIAT OUR ONLY ALLY

"The game is, as is so usual!"

"...And not at all! But it cannot be won with so many illusions enveloping the situation and hiding the truth from the Spanish and the international proletariat. The International proletariat was indeed led to believe that he can count for aid upon the democratic countries and the Russian state, provided he will give up for the time being his social revolutionary program. This is a very dangerous mistake. The revolution is the only effective weapon of the Spanish proletariat and the International proletariat is the only ally upon whom he can count. It is this that the workers of all the countries must realize instead of delegating to their bourgeois governments the task of protecting Spain."

"...Their intervention is, in fact, an intervention of international Fascism. A general strike on all the ships going to Portugal, the Fascist ports of Spain, and voluntary work for the shipping, equipping the war fleet, etc., are the only possible solutions imposed upon the vigilance of the working class of the world, a vigilance which has been locked to sleep by eight months of hypocritical negotiations.

C.N.T. BROADCASTS IN ENGLISH (Barcelona)

Short Wave Length: 42.88 meters — FREQUENCY — 6,995 Kc.

Normal Wave Length: 225.55 meters — FREQUENCY — 1,348 Kc.
ARMY REORGANIZATION
SECRETARY OF C.N.T. EXPLAINS HOW
REORGANIZATION IS CARRIED OUT

The reorganization of the workers' militias into a regular army is by now an accomplished fact. What is the nature of this process of "militarization" which is taking place on the front lines of the battle the last few months? Does it lead to the revival of the army of the old days? Those questions are answered by the Secretary of the C.N.T. National Committee, Mariano Vasquez, in the interview given to the representative of the Anarchist daily in Valencia, "Nosotros." (We reprint portions of this interview from the German an-

MILITARIZATION, BUT
NOT THE OLD STYLE

"Our comrades," said com-
rade Vasquez, "should not feel uprooted. They are not changing like a word. We have already been "militarized" from the first moment when we had to ac-
ccept for our war operations the united command and the dis-
cipline demanded by every joint

"And, besides, this militari-
zation—even if the other par-
ties of the anti-Fascist front do

changes of a basic nature. Mili-
tary command in the new briga-
dades will remain in the same hands as before. Comrades who have come to trust those who proved their militarily in the military operations will not be compelled by senseless changes to submit themselves to people whose ideological views they do not share.

The political commissars for our brigades will be named by the C.N.T. organization, and it is to the latter that they will be responsible at any moment, even during the preliminary period of compulsory training in the C.N.T. centrally estab-
lished for that purpose.

NO MIXED BRIGADES

"As to the question whether the new brigades are going to be mixed or non-mixed, that is, whether they will be made up of the new soldiers of the C.N.T. brigades, non-mixed, and C.N.T. battalions of the old militia, Vasquez said that the proposal was made to that effect. The C.N.T., however, made its own proposal that the brigades are to be made up of the C.N.T. personnel. The mixed groups should be controlled by those organizations. (Ed. note. The
communist groups are "militarized" from the very beginning, which discards us abroad; we are sowing demoralization and distrust on the fronts and are facilitating the triumph of Fascism.)

Socialist and communist comrades! Put an end to your absurd campaign! The revolution, which is above all, demands brotherhood and nobility on the part of all of us." —(Solidaridad Obrera, March 4.)

Catalan C.N.T.
Hold Convention

(Continued from page one) for an open, free, and democratic government in which everyone will have the right to vote."

The Spanish CNT has never been in close contact with the Anarchist Federation, but now the time has come to define a definite direction.

"Get rid, comrades, of the mistaken notion," said the Secretary in conclusion, "that it is a despotic form of organization that are concerned with an end. For the first time, we set ourselves the task of estab-
lishing a firm discipline and for the interests of everyone, we intend to offer a definite direction."

BUTTONS

with the
C.N.T. - F.A.I.
Emblem
can be ordered from the U.L.O.
Price 50c each.
Send to Jack Weir, c/o U.L.O.
45 W. 17th St., New York City.

After the Revolution

What?

— a book by SANTILLÁN
will be ready for print soon.

The price is $1.00 if ordered right now.

SPANISH REVOLUTION

Page 3

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF THE
GERMAN SOCIAL-DEMOCRACY

(Continued from page one)

The relative growth of the power of the moderates, accom-
panied by ever greater attacks upon the revolutionary achieve-
ments, has finally led to an at-
tempt to reinstate the old police in full power and to do away with the control apparatus built up by the revolutionary workers of Catalonia for the protection of their newly won positions.

This attempt took the form of a systematic reorganization of the police which would abolish all the hitherto existing organiza-
tion of the workers. The workers' rec-
covered, and build up a new force under the control of the hier-
archy of the old reactionary and police force. Membership in any organization would be forbidden to the rank and file of this new force. Any com-
mand not in the hands of a spe-

want quite the opposite—will not go beyond the necessary harmony in the joint work of the military technician, who works out the operative plans, and those who defend the country with arms in their hands. We will never tolerate changes that subvert the moral and ideological privileges.

Our plans rather ex-
press the common personal recognition of necessity of allowing some to go on with the preparation of plans for a surprise attack, for the defense of a certain position or the conquest of a city, while others fight with arms in their hands at the battle front.

CONTROL OF C.N.T.
BRIGADES NOT
RELINDUING

"Our colleague, our com-
rade added, "will disappear from sight, such and it is necessary that they do disappear. It was not a regular time ago that our columns, just like the col-
umns of others, should be trans-
formed and this transformation
name is quite of little matter in this case. At any rate they will be equipped with every-
thing necessary for effective ac-

"Otherwise there will be no

orderly defended by those who swear by the name of 'proletar-
ian revolution,' shows the depth of degradation to which the Spanish Communist Party has sunk in its frantic attempts to check and thwart the forward course of the Spanish revolution. Proposal of the C.N.T. pre-
vented: thus far the anarchist brigades have retained their unre-
mixed nature.

"Get rid, comrades, of the mistaken notion," said the Secretary in conclusion, "that it is a despotic form of organization that are concerned with an end. For the first time, we set ourselves the task of estab-
lishing a firm discipline and for the interests of everyone, we intend to offer a definite direction."
ANARCHISTS PUT UP ULTIMATUM

The anarchist group "Los de ayer y de los hoy"—(Those of yesterday and of today)—a member of the Barcelona Anarchist Federation—issued a manifesto in which it calls attention to the dangerous sabotage of the politicians. Its dirge-language reveals a great deal of what is now going on in the minds of the revolutionary workers and peasants of Spain. The demands imposed by the necessity of adhering to the properties of a united front policy prevent those thoughts from being aired officially. But how strongly they now sway the popular mind we can judge by the intense conviction, emanating from this document, of a deep seated betrayal of the revolution on the part of the high-ups in the political administration of the country.

We are reprinting this manifesto from the Spanish Bulletin of Information of the C.N.T.-F.A.I. (Feb. 25.)

Malaga Fall Is Not Accidental

"The fall of Malaga brought forth a reaction on the part of the people. This reaction should not be of a passing, superficial kind. It should strike you firmly until full victory is insured for the cause.

"To tested fighters, regrettations, criticisms and censures are as vain as if they are not accompanied by serious and firm decisions, which will prevent the recurrence of the same.

"Badajoz, Toledo, Irun, Saint Sebastian, Malaga are not accidental things at all; they call not merely for resistance but for the most vigorous revolt.

"This act of betrayal is an act of treachery, the revolution, which is responsible for the actual tragedy, continues its criminal and cowardly work.

Sabotage in the High Spheres

"The war and the revolution are being shamefully sabotaged in the high spheres. On the Aragon front there is an inactive army. It is not made use of because it is systemically deprived of the material and munitions which are indispensable for the undertaking of an offensive. Such an offensive would be of great help to the heroic people of Malaga, and it would have prevented the Malaga debacle, had it been undertaken in time.

"The administration of the Ministry of Navy, on its own part, maintains a treacherous laxity, which permits the four Fascist warships to hold a privileged position which can make it the arbiter of the situation: a war industry has been set up in the country, which dominates over 20,000 workers and provides armaments for the anti-Fascist fronts. We propose that the Syndicates and the revolutionary groups take a concrete, definite decision to refuse the further delivery of arms if the necessary war material is not furnished to the forces at the Aragon front."

Genuine Anarchists Will Not Accede to the Reactionary Coup

"No one succeeded in understanding the situation. The anarcho-syndicalist government, as a result of which, as reported by the French anarchist paper 'Libertaire,' the situation on the Aragon front in respect of armament has been considerably improved."

ACHIEVEMENTS IN ARAGON PROVINCE

We are reprinting here portions of an interview with Joaquín Asensio, President of the Aragon Council of Defense, which appeared in the French anarchist weekly "Libertaire," March 18.

THE MAKE-UP OF THE COUNCIL

"What are the relations between the anarchists and various political parties?"

"In Aragon the relations are excellent. The work of the Defense Council is permeated with the spirit of unity. The Council comprises six delegates from the C.N.T.-F.A.I., and the Socialist, Communist and Republican Parties have two delegates each.

AGRICULTURAL COLLECTIVES

"Are there many communities in the part of Aragon held by the anti-Fascists?"

"We have 700 of them, most of which are agricultural.

"What are their social achievements?"

"In certain places achievements have been pushed quite far. In some of those places we came very near to realize Libertarian Communes.

"A congress of all agricultural collectives organized by the C.N.T. in the Aragon province, was held recently. More than 70,000 peasants represented. First questions of importance were discussed, such as the structure of the organization, the relations between the municipalities and the collectives, etc.

"All over Aragon houses have been taken over by the municipalities by the people till 40 years of age, all the measures proposed would be utterly absurd, since they are backed up by sufficient reserves of equipment and munitions for the mobilization that may take place. Why then this policy of disarming the volunteers, the revolutionaries?

Propose that C.N.T. Unions Refuse to Deliver Armaments

"What could be done in the face of this general, grave and alarming situation? The most practical and effective thing would be to prevent the supply, that is, to guarantee that course of action. But what if this is not feasible under the given circumstances of a very complex situation? What then could be done to compel the government to place its sacred duty above the interest of the party or class?"

"As anarchists we pronounce ourselves in favor of direct action on the part of the syndicates.

"Under the stress of circumstances, it is possible to hold a privileged position which can make it the arbiter of the situation: a war industry has been set up in the country, which dominates over 20,000 workers and provides armaments for the anti-Fascist fronts. We propose that to the Syndicates and the revolutionary groups take a concrete, definite decision to refuse the further delivery of arms if the necessary war material is not furnished to the forces at the Aragon front.

DEFEATS CAUSED BY BETRAYAL

The Spanish workers and peasants are shedding their blood for the cause of humanity.

In your fight as well as theirs, HELP THIS HEROIC STRUGGLE.

Send contributions to I. Radiñovski, Treasurer, United Libertarians Organization, 48 West 17th Street, New York, N. Y.

DEFEATS CAUSED BY BETRAYAL

BETRAYAL OF GENERALS

We already reported in the last number of the "Spanish Revolution" that General Asensio, the Under-Secretary of war, was accused of betraying Malaga to the fascists. This general enjoyed the full confidence of Caballero, who yielded only reluctantly to the popular pressure for his dismissal. But Asensio, who, on the very eve of the fascist revolt, savoured his baize, could not continue in his position of trust in its leaders—generals Frenco and Mola, Caballero was becoming less and less a revolutionary general to the very last minute.

The following is a reprint from the "Solidaridad Obrera," anarchist daily in Paris. It gives us some idea of the kind of military experts to whom, was it not for the vigorous protests of the anarcho-syndicalist Confederación General del Trabajo (C.G.T.), the conservative capitalist bourgeoisie bloc would have been free to make a full control of the revolutionary army.

GENERAL ASSENSIO BELONGED TO THE REACTIONARY CAMP

"No one succeeded in understanding the situation. The anarcho-syndicalist government, as a result of which, as reported by the French anarchist paper 'Libertaire,' the situation on the Aragon front in respect of armament has been considerably improved."

"As to the land, it was spontaneously collectivized by the peasants in full accord with the C.N.T. and F.A.I. An exception was made for the smallholders, who cultivate their land with their family only.

"One of the results of the measures adopted by the collectives is that land that had been lying fallow for some time is now put into cultivation. Already the area under cultivation has increased from 35% to 40%.

"Private commerce is gradually losing its importance. In Terce (capital of the anti-Fascist Aragon) serious attempts are made to replace its work with that of cooperatives.

"Availing themselves of the co-operative apparatus, our comrades gradually extend the commercial, transport, and credit activities to the products of the land, dealing directly with the peasants to the exclusion of all intermediaries.

Responding to the needs of the moment and the necessity of unified libertarian action for the defense of the Spanish workers and the social revolution that is taking place in Spain, there has been formed the North American United Libertarian Organizations.

A great welcome has been accorded the formation of this organization by many communist, libertarian and syndicalist groups throughout the country. An organizing campaign will be soon begun, with speakers touring the country to stimulate the workers for the defense of Spain.

MONEY is needed to hasten this work and funds should be directed to James Price, c/o N.A.U.L.O., 152 So. 3rd St., Philadelphia, Pa. Workers organizations and communists who co-operate in this work should address inquiries to the above address.

INCOMPETENCE AND BETRAYAL AT MALAGA FRONT

"The General placed in command of the Aragon front had previously been removed from every other front on account of his notorious impotence. This is the General who kept on saying that the cause of the revolution was already a lost affair. And when it came to head the Malaga operations, the General found himself to head the Fascist forces, producing this catastrophe which showed up so much impotence among the Spanish people.

"FROM THE VERY DAYS OF JULY 19, THE MINISTRY OF WAR HAS BEEN IN THE HANDS OF INCOMPETENT PEOPLE, AND ON THE FRONTS—TREASON WAS CLOSELY INTO THE INTER-NATIONAL FASCISM."

—Solidaridad Obrera," Feb. 27.